
 

 

 

High quality Safety Data Sheets that comply with national Regulations including REACH and 

GHS/CLP in all languages and exceeding customer expectations - All at the lowest price in the 

market   

 Whether you want to compile SDS yourself or outsource the task to our experienced professionals, 

GMSDS offers the lowest cost software and authoring services in the marketplace. Low cost does not 

mean low quality as we use our award winning HazMix® software to achieve unrivalled savings that 

we pass on to you.  

 HazMix® is a unique web-browser product for SDS authoring that is   

 Very low cost (from £5/SDS)   

 Pay-as-you-go (no capital outlay or annual maintenance charges)   

 SDS outputs as pdf, Word® and Writer® for ultimate flexibility of output    

 Labelling output for proprietary label software  

Includes Free    

 Wiki-based access to ECHA’s on-line Registration and Classification databases using  deep 

web-spiders (ECHA approved) as well as Gestis databases of DNELs, dust explosion data and 

handling (glove protection) advice   

 Wiki-based access to Global Occupational Exposure Limits and BEIs   

 Classification algorithms for Supply (CLP, GHS and OSHA GHS) and Transportation (all modes)   

 Intuitive interface using intelligence based SMART logic   

 ‘push button’ authoring and ‘drag and drop’ editing  

 Wiki-based data access to over 13000 global chemical regulations   

 9,800 phrases in 39 languages   

Call +44-(0)845 680 1180 to arrange a demonstration or register at https://hazmix.com/   

 Outsource your SDS authoring to GlobalMSDSTM Solutions  

Let our trained graduate professionals take the strain from you. GlobalMSDS can write your SDS and 

labels in the languages, style and format you would need at very competitive prices. The service is 

fully supported by highly experienced Toxicologists, Chemists, Transport Experts and Linguists. Join 

the hundreds of companies that are already benefiting from this service.  Call +44 (0)845 680 1180, 

email solutions@globalmsds.co.uk to discuss your needs.  

 Try our GlobalMSDSTM Writer® software 

 GMSDSWriter® software is a low-cost, flexible, multilingual pc-based product for free-style 

authoring.  It is used extensively by many Consortia and Companies to produce multilingual Annexes 

to the CLP SDS for substances (eSDS). http://www.globalmsds.co.uk/writer.php.  

  

 


